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p r e s i d e n t  o f  t h e  

b o a r d  o f  a l d e r m e n  

wh a t  d o e s  t h e  b o a  p r e s i d e n t  d o?

Within  the  Board  of  Aldermen  there  are  four  

officers .  The  President ,  Vice  President ,  Majority  

Floor  Leader ,  and  Assistant  Majority  Floor  

Leader .  The  President  is  elected  city  wide ,  and  

the  remaining  three  are  determined  by  

seniority .  

 

The  President  presides  over  meetings ,  

preserves  decorum  and  determines  all  

questions  of  order .  He  or  she  also  appoints  

standing  and  special  committees  and  serves  as  

an  equal  member  of  all  committees .  The  

President  assigns  Bills  to  appropriate  

committees  and  refers  Bills ,  when  ready ,  to  the  

Engrossment  Committee .  The  President  directs  

action  from  the  dais  in  the  front  and  center  of  

the  semi-circular  chamber .1

1 .  https : / /www .stlouis-mo .gov /government /departments /aldermen /about / index .cfm  
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Question 1: What do you believe to be the 
most important role(s) of the Board of 
Aldermen President?

JAMILAH  NASHEED
The President of the Board of Aldermen is the leader of our local legislature and 
should perform as such . That means working collaboratively with every alderman 
and empowering the entire board to advocate for the needs of their constituents 
and pass legislation that will improve quality of life for all . It also means 
improving the culture of the Board of Aldermen by banning lobbyists from the 
floor , bringing decorum back to our local legislature , and fostering an 
environment that promotes collaboration , The President of the Board of 
Aldermen is the leader of our local legislature and should perform as such . That 
means working collaboratively with every alderman and empowering the entire 
board to advocate for the needs of their constituents and pass legislation that 
will improve quality of life for all . It also means improving the culture of the 
Board of Aldermen by banning lobbyists from the floor , bringing decorum back 
to our local legislature , and fostering an environment that promotes 
collaboration , not competition and fragmentation . 
 
Right now , we have a Board of Aldermen President who uses his role as an 
aldermanic seat on steroids . He uses his position to serve his own selfish 
interests , and the interests of his campaign contributors . That ’s not leadership . 
And , it ’s unethical . 
 
To lead the Board of Aldermen , you must have a proven record of leadership and 
results . I ’m the only candidate in this race who has consistently achieved real 
results for my constituents and all of St . Louis City . I secured $14 .3 million in new 
funding for workforce development , pre-apprenticeships , higher education , 
support for survivors of domestic violence , healthcare , veterans , mental health 
resources , youth , families , and childcare . I ’ve sponsored , passed , voted for , and 
supported legislation that protects LGBTQIA+ rights , reproductive rights , and 
reentry and rehabilitation .

MEGAN  ELLYIA  GREEN
The President of the Board of Aldermen is an incredibly important position in our 
City , and it has several roles that I find to be vital . First , the President sits on the 
Board of Estimate and Apportionment , along with the Mayor and Comptroller . 
Together , they make all budgeting , contract , and real estate-related decisions for 
the City . This is also where the President has a large role in shaping the City 
budget , by setting its priorities and approving contracts , such as the one 
looming on the horizon to privatize the airport . 
 
The President also sets the priorities for the City by creating a legislative agenda 
and assigning individual Aldermen and bills to committees to make the agenda 
move . If the President wants a bill to get passed , the President can assign the bill 
to a favorable committee more aligned with their agenda . If the President does 
not want something to pass , it can be assigned to an unfavorable committee to 
die . To this end , the President has a considerable amount of power to shape the 
future of the City . 
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LEWIS  REED
From serving as President of the Board I will list a few of the more important 
roles that are part of filling this role . 
  
1) One of those is the responsibility of assigning committee members to the 15 
Board of Aldermen Committees .  Aldermen select the Committees they want to 
chair by seniority , but the President of the Board selects the remaining 
members of the committee .   Every piece of legislation is sent to committee 
after it is first introduced .  Very few pieces of legislation become law without 
being approved by a committee .  When I became President of the Board of 
Aldermen , I wanted a more equitable and need based structure of the various 
committees .  I put more of the Aldermen that had serious public safety issues in 
their ward on the Public Safety Committee .  I put more of the Aldermen with 
serious development issues on the Housing & Urban Development Committee .  I 
also worked to make them diverse in race , gender , and experience (as much as I 
could considering the makeup of the Board at that time).   Unlike my 
predecessor , I have made committees like Public Safety , Housing & Urban 
Development , & Ways & Means (The Budget Committee) majority African 
American during my time as President of the Board .  Committee assignments 
are made every two years following the April elections .  Through committee 
assignments I have empowered Aldermen (as a group) that represent the more 
acutely affected areas . 
 
2) Managing the Full Board meetings of the Board of Aldermen .  The Board of 
Aldermen has 28 members and passes between 300 -500 pieced of legislation 
every year , as the President of the Board it is critical to have a knowledge of the 
Board of Aldermen rules and the processes that need to be followed for 
legislation to be enacted . 
 
3) Serving as a member of the Board of Estimate and Apportionment , which is 
the three member board made up of the Mayor , the President of the Board , and 
the Comptroller and approves the budget and most city contracts . 
 
4) Serving as the head of the Legislative Branch of government and serving , at 
times , as a check and balance to the Executive Branch of government .  This role 
reached its highest in the 2nd to last term of the Slay administration when I had 
contentious battles with that administration on funding of youth services , 
allocation of resources ,  and privatization of our water department (which I 
successfully prevented).  When i ran against Slay for mayor in 2013 , one of my 
opponents in this election , Senator Nasheed , vigorously supported Francis Slay .
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Question 2: What have you done in your 
previous position(s) to actualize the 
recommendations of the Ferguson 
Commission report? 

JAMILAH  NASHEED
As a state legislator , I have co-sponsored legislation to limit use of lethal force , I have secured 
funding to increase resources for higher education , community building for youth and families , 
reentry and rehabilitation programs , and other services to help our most vulnerable . I have 
supported the decriminalization of marijuana , and recently proposed legislation that will ensure 
those using medical marijuana are not at risk of losing their government assistance . 
 
As President of the Board of Aldermen , I will craft legislation that addresses criminal justice issues 
based on recommendations outlined in the Ferguson Commission ’s Report including , but not 
limited to , use of force , training , civilian review , response to demonstration , and resolving issues 
caused by the fragmentation of our police and courts . I will work to strengthen and elaborate on 
steps already taken such as the civilian oversight board or legislation I supported at the state level 
to reduce use of lethal force .

As a member of the Board of Aldermen , I was instrumental in passing the ordinance to raise our
minimum wage , and was a co-sponsor of the ordinance establishing a Civilian Oversight Board . I also
have fought back against predatory lending by supporting legislation at the Board that placed
greater regulations on payday lenders in our City , and voted for the creation of the Office of
Financial Empowerment and the creation of the Child Savings Account program . And I 've fought
against efforts to eliminate these programs . 
 
In addition to those ordinances , I worked with community stakeholders to develop a comprehensive

protest response protocol for the City , in accordance with the Call to Action of the Ferguson
Commission Report , and in alignment with the two Federal injunctions that have been issued
against the City since 2014 for our unconstitutional protest response .  With the Public Safety Director

not supportive of making the changes , and the Public Safety Committee uncomfortable acting
without his support , I joined the lawsuit against the City seeking damages for these violations . In
lieu of any compensation awarded in a favorable decision , the proceeds will be placed in a 25-year
managed racial equity fund , with the goal of supporting the development of the racial equity
infrastructure needed to implement the full recommendations of the report . 

MEGAN  ELLYIA  GREEN

Under my time as President of the Board I not only supported and provided a committee structure
to allow the passage of : 
-Legislation creating a Civilian Oversight Commission with subpoena power 
-Legislation mandating workforce inclusion goals on city funded projects 
-Legislation (not just an executive order as in the past) requiring minority contractor participation on
construction projects , with specific percentages for each minority group 
-Legislation I co-sponsored with Ald . Muhammad to add funds to circuit attorney 's office for
alternative sentencing 
-Legislation I sponsored that created a million dollar annual recurring at-risk youth program services
fund 
-Legislation I sponsored to decriminalize marijuana 
-Legislation I sponsored to mandate mediation in a foreclosure proceeding 
 
Also , 
-Worked with my appointee on the SAB board to help the St . Louis Public School district regain full
accreditation . 
-Amended the budget to add  money to recreation centers 
-Appointed Aldermen to committees in a manner than was racially equitable to the needs and
population of the city 
-Supported numerous summer youth activities and their funding 
 
 

LEWIS  REED
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Question 3: In what ways will you create 
ongoing feedback and collaboration 
structures between marginalized (Black, 
Brown, poor) communities and your office 
to ensure responsive policies, decisions and 
accountability? 

JAMILAH  NASHEED
One of the first things I will do at the Board of Aldermen is set new standards for public
engagement to ensure community input is at the forefront of our decision making process .  
 
I will also require that all policy is reviewed with an equity lens once it gets to committee level , and I
will appoint an Underserved Communities Committee to address the needs of underserved and
marginalized communities including immigrants , refugees , racial and ethnic minorities , the
LGBTQIA+ community , veterans , dis- and differently abled communities , women , and the post-
incarcerated . 

Just  for  a  l i tt le  further  information  in  helping  come  to  a  decision ,  my  opponent  in  the  State  

Senate  has  worked  to  reduce  unemployment  benefits  (by  voting  for  Senate  Bill  673  in  2014 ) ,  

increase  small  loan  bank  fees  (by  voting  for  Senate  Bill  345  in  2015  after  taking  $30 ,000  in  

donations  from  the  bank  industry ) ,  increase  mandatory  minimums ,  and  increase  court  costs .  All  

things  clearly  counter  to  recommendations  from  the  Ferguson  Commission  or  any  commission  

whose  aim  is  the  equitable  treatment  of  marginalized  communities .    

MEGAN  ELLYIA  GREEN
In the 15th Ward , I have implemented participatory budgeting , a process that empowers people to
decide , together , how to spend public money in their community . This helps to deepen the roots of
democracy , build stronger , more connected communities , and make public budgets more equitable
and effective . This is a process that I would like to see taken city-wide , and implemented beyond
just ward capital dollars , to create ongoing feedback and collaboration between communities and
my office .  
 
I would also like to see St . Louis follow the lead of Mayor Chokwe Antar Lumumba of Jackson ,
Mississippi , in developing “People ’s Assemblies” to ensure that City government is responsive to the
needs of our community . These assemblies recognize that the city doesn ’t belong to elected
officials , but rather to the people , and collectively , they become an integral part to holding elected
officials accountable , and helps to push the agenda that the people want , not just the agenda of the
wealthy and well-connected . With checks and balances such as that in place , we , as elected officials ,
must show up to hear concerns of our constituents , and then forward the agenda set by the people . 
 
I canvassed all 28 wards in 28 days as a part of this campaign , and this is something that I am
committed to do at least annually once elected . I think that the best way to hear from the people is
to do so on their front porches , living rooms , and backyards . Not everyone can make neighborhood
meetings , and the voices of those who can ’t also matter , and I will always strive to make sure those
voices are heard in City Hall . 

LEWIS  REED
Since I have been in office , as the highest ranked African American elected official and the first
African American elected as President of the Board of Aldermen , my door has always been open to
the community .  My office is also in many ways a natural first stop and has always been open to any
group that wants help with anything . 
 
With any decision that affects communities of color I bring , in addition to myself , people that are a
part of the community that represent the community to the table to make that decision .  It is a
natural part of how I operate and we have had numerous successes in operating that way .  The
structure I have for feedback and collaboration with marginalized communities is having an open
door policy and also being a member of , next to Native Americans , the most marginalized

community in America .
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Question 4: Do you support the upcoming 
city ward reduction? What will you do to 
ensure a just and equitable process? 

JAMILAH  NASHEED
I know there are many St . Louisans who are worried that ward reduction will limit racial and
demographic representation at the Board of Aldermen , and those are fair concerns . However , ward

reduction is looming - it ’s happening . Attempts to take it back to the voters have failed . Now is the
time to be working to ensure the process is objective and fair , and that decisions are made through
an equity lens . That means we need unbiased , third party guidance and a committee made up of
both citizens and professionals to oversee the process . 
 
We cannot let the carrot of another vote distract us from the important work : which is making sure
ward reduction does not limit representation , and that redistricting decisions are fair , unbiased , and
equitable .

MEGAN  ELLYIA  GREEN
Over 61% of voters approved Prop . R in 2012 , and I think it is unlikely , in the case of a re-vote , 60% of
voters would decide to reverse that decision , and amend the Charter back to keeping 28 wards .
Therefore , I think that it is best that we begin to have the necessary discussions about how to create
an equitable redistricting plan - something that needs to happen , regardless the number of wards .  
 
To create an equitable plan , I think we should follow the lead of CLEAN Missouri , which passed
overwhelmingly in November , receiving over 80% of the vote in the City of St . Louis . To this end , the
Board of Aldermen should not be in charge of drawing the lines ; the lines need to be drawn to meet

the needs of our community , not political interests and politicians . One way to achieve this would

be to work with an organization like the Brennan Center for Justice , which specializes in equitable
municipal redistricting , and contract with an independent demographer to draw the lines based
upon community needs and centering historically marginalized communities . Just like CLEAN ,
preservation of minority representation should be prioritized as the central criteria for drawing new
ward boundaries . Additionally , we need to transition the role of an Aldermen to a full-time position ,
and ensure that we have the staff necessary to not only provide robust and engaged constituent
services , but also be effective legislators . The formula for allocating ward capital funds must also be
changed to ensure that the wards with the greatest needs , such as high vacancy rates , greater
acreage due to lower density , and higher crime rates , receive the most amount of money . Finally , the
implementation of a publicly financed campaign option would ensure that grassroots candidates
can compete against big-money backed candidates in these larger districts . 

LEWIS  REED
I do not believe that the upcoming city ward reduction will solve any of the current issues  in
regards to city government .  The current Board of Aldermen is an extremely well functioning
legislative body .  We passed anywhere from 300 - 500 Board Bills per session .  In the current
structure , we carry a very diverse array of opinions and every neighborhood counts when it comes to
the influence they can have over who represents them .  Aldermen are the front line for their
constituents when it comes to receiving basic city services .  I don 't see how that dynamic will

change just by reducing the Board .   
 
I will approach it the same way I led the redistricting process in 2011 .  When entering that process ,
everyone thought that due to populations shifts , that we would lose two African American wards .  I
set up a fair process that maintained both of those wards and ended up with a redistricting board
bill that not only passed unanimously , but also had every Aldermen as a co-sponsor .   
 
To ensure a just an equitable process , I would , as i have before ,  appoint members to the Legislation
Committee in a way that the entire city is best represented .  I would aim to maintain the strength of
as many neighborhoods as possible (but as an unavoidable fact of the matter , by geographically
expanding ward boundaries , some neighborhoods will lose political strength and the ability to
impact who  represents them) by keeping them intact by ward , make sure that we have a
distribution of people that creates the greatest chance that members elected to the board fairly
represent the population of the city .   
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Question 5: Do you support the demand to 
close the Medium Security Institute? Please 
explain. 

JAMILAH  NASHEED
I support closing the workhouse and replacing it with a modern facility that offers mental health
and substance abuse treatment . I also believe that incarcerating people over small debts tears apart
families and perpetuates inequity . We must develop a plan to close and replace the Medium

Security Institute .

Of  course ,  the  other  major  difference  in  this  redistr icting  will  be  the  tension  among  

neighboring  aldermen  who  may  be  put  in  the  same  ward  boundaries .    It  will  require  

experienced  and  trusted  leadership  at  the  Board  to  keep  the  process  focused  on  what 's  better  

for  the  residents  of  the  city .      

MEGAN  ELLYIA  GREEN
Yes . I think that we should not only close the Medium Security Institution , also known as “The
Workhouse ,” but we should work to immediately end cash bail in conjunction with its closure .
Between 90-98% of people incarcerated at the MSI at any given time , have not been convicted of
any crime . Most of those imprisoned there are simply too poor to afford bail , while an individual of
greater means , who may not face the same economic challenges , often will await their day in court
in the comfort of their own home . Being poor should not cause someone to be treated differently ,
and a larger bank account should not be able to purchase “justice”. The MSI is a modern-day
debtor ’s prison , and should be closed immediately . The $16 million in annual savings from closing
down this facility should then be allocated toward crime prevention programs , developed through a
participatory budgeting process , that will incorporate the voices of those most harmed by these
unjust policies . 

LEWIS  REED
The current system of holding those accused of non-violent offenders in jail simply because they
cannot post some relatively small bond is not the best approach socially or economically .  I support
the premise behind closing MSI .  I don 't believe closing MSI , as a first step and measure to try to
force the end of cash bail , is a tactic that will pass through city government and be implemented .  I
believe the underlying system of cash bail is the problem , and not the building named MSI .  If the
city closes MSI , that does nothing to prevent the same people with cash bail being housed at some

other institution outside of the City of St . Louis .   
Under the current system , for the majority of non-violent offenders , cash bail is punitive and doesn 't
provide much of a societal good . Entities like the Bail Project are having a positive impact on society
by bailing out non-violent offenders .  
I do believe that the money currently used to house individuals in MSI could be better spent
towards actually reducing crime and providing needed services .   
I believe the best route to achieve this is has to create buy-in from everyone involved in the process
and show the positive impact it would have not only on those who are currently being detained , but
for the community as a whole .   
 
I look forward to working together with all those who are pushing for the immediate closure of the
Medium Security Institution get us to a day when it is closed .
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Question 6: What is your stance on the 
privatization of Lambert Airport? 

JAMILAH  NASHEED
Privatizing a public asset is serious business .  We can ’t just have a knee-jerk reaction to it - we have
to take it seriously .  Because there ’s not an actual proposal yet , the only responsible position is to
keep an open mind , but to insist on a public vote and unbiased advice . 
 
The process that ’s been pursued by Lewis Reed so far is flawed . I was the first person to call for Grow

Missouri , the Rex Sinquefield-funded non-profit , to be removed from the decision-making process .
Then , Reed insisted that his campaign donors be paid huge retainers before he would support the
initiative , further polluting the process .   
 
I will not support any privatization measure not supported by a majority of St . Louis City residents .  It
is simply too important to proceed without a public vote .  I think it ’s critical that , once a proposal is
prepared , it be subjected to intense public scrutiny and garner widespread public support .   
 
No reasonable person would take a firm position on a proposal that doesn ’t exist .  Our City needs
big ideas , we must take big steps to move us forward , and we must explore ways to solve our
funding shortfall .  So I ’ll keep an open mind until the details of a proposal are actually released .  
 
That being said , I will put five conditions on any proposal to restructure management of the airport
with a private entity :   
 
First , the proposal must consider the impact of the deal on everyday St . Louisans .  Let ’s be honest :
the airport is used primarily by people with money .  Low income people in the City simply don ’t fly
and therefore do not receive a benefit from the way it ’s run now .  We owe it to ourselves to see if
working-class St . Louisans can benefit from the airport in a meaningful way .   
 
Second , any proposal must improve the airport .  Even if you don ’t use the airport regularly , we still
want a first-class facility that attracts visitors , airlines , and business to our region .  
 
Third , any restructuring will need to be a good long-term deal for St . Louis -- not a short-term deal
setup for failure in the long run .  
 
Fourth , the proposal will need to protect the interests of workers , and leave in place the collective
bargaining agreements currently in place for airport workers .  A restructuring should not be a
subterfuge for busting the unions , and we can ’t let that happen .  
 
Finally , the process must be open , involve intense public scrutiny , and ultimately be submitted to a
public vote .  
 
Lewis Reed ’s position on the airport demonstrates his lack of stewardship .  That he would give away

one of our city ’s biggest assets without real oversight and opposes a public vote on the proposal
shows he ’s not working for everyday St . Louisans . 
 
Megan Green ’s position shows her lack of leadership .  A knee-jerk rejection of an idea --- without

receiving any details or offering efforts to improve it --- isn ’t bold and it ’s not realistic .  Alderwoman

Green doesn ’t seem to care whether a proposal would help working people or not ; she ’s just against
it for her own self-indulgent philosophical reasons . But her abstract political philosophy won ’t feed
people , put them to work , reduce crime , or create decent housing .  My political philosophy is
grounded in helping working people , but Megan ’s pie-in-the-sky worldview has led her to forget
about how these projects impact real people .  

MEGAN  ELLYIA  GREEN
The President of Board of Aldermen will likely be the swing vote on the Board of Estimate and
Apportionment , the body that will determine if the airport gets privatized or not . The President
holds just one of three votes on this powerful Board , with the other two held by the Mayor , and the
City Comptroller . As President , I will vote “no” on privatization , without hesitation , and I will

encourage my colleagues to do the same .  
 
Privatization rarely works out in the public ’s best interest . It is a way to break unions , increase costs
to consumers , and diminish oversight , all to maximize corporate profits . From day one , efforts to
privatize our airport have been set up by political insiders , for political insiders . 
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It ’s easy to conclude that the fix is already in when the consultants contracted to “study” airport 
privatization only get paid if the airport privatization move forward , and our current Board President 
has introduced a bill to discuss how the funds from privatization will be spent , before the study has 
even been completed , or a contract for privatization has been signed . 
 
While it ’s true that a sudden influx for cash into the City could help us address some of our most 
immediate needs , like meeting our pension obligations , or replacing aging equipment , it is still a 
short-term solution . Once again , we are kicking the can down the road , rather than addressing our 
very real budget issues with long-term solutions . Not only do I vow to never vote to sell off one of 
our city ’s most valuable assets , I will continue to work towards stopping any efforts to advance this 
bill at the Board , and , at a minimum , assist in any way I can to assure the public will have their 
voices heard in this matter , by helping bring this to a public vote , if needed .

LEWIS  REED
I supported the study of outsourcing the management of St . Louis Lambert Airport and the soliciting
of bids to have someone manage St . Louis Lambert Airport .  I would make my decision on whether

to go through with and vote for a contract based on a number of things .   
First , a few facts : 
1) The process of studying the outsourcing of the airport will not cause any additional expenditure of
taxpayer dollars . 
2) Currently , the money that the City receives from the airport that can be used to provide services
to citizens is limited to a little over $6 million per year .  That is the largest amount per year that the
airport can provide to help with  mental health services , job training , diversion programs , potholes ,
or any other city service .  No matter how well the airport is managed in the current system , and no
matter how much money is siting in the airport fund , that is the most we can receive to help provide
a better quality of life for our residents . 
3)The FAA , The TSA and the Airlines make up a large number of the employees at the airport , and
their activities would not change . 
4) I made dozens of  changes to the original consulting contract prior to approving it to move

forward , in order to ensure control of the process to those elected by the people , and not the
consultants themselves .  I also built in third party oversight by legal and financial professionals to
protect the city 's interest . 
5) I will not support an offer that does not provide for minority inclusion , protection of workers ,
environmental protections , or a guaranteed amount of money to the city , and a guaranteed
percentage of that to go to North St . Louis . 
6) By entering the federal government 's privatization program , the city no longer has the limit (as
described in 2 above) on how much money derived from the airport that can be used to provide
services to city residents .  
 
The reason that I agreed to move forward with the study was the potential that it may be an
incredible opportunity to invest directly and immediately into job training , mental health ,
development in neglected areas , youth services and job development .  For example , If one of the
bidders offers a deal that will allow the city to receive $600 million up front and a guaranteed $15
million dollars a per year that can be used to improve the quality of life of people all throughout this
city , while maintaining the things we will not negotiate away like the things I mentioned in #5

above , It is definitely something we must consider .   
 
These are funds that could be used for job training and job creation centers housed in North St .
Louis , as a way to redefine social services , revitalize dilapidated neighborhoods that many of our
citizens are living in .   
 
Many of our young people can 't wait for another generation to pass before we dig ourselves out of
the conditions many people have to live in .  So , if it 's a possible game changer for our residents ,
particularly north of Delmar , it would be irresponsible not to seriously consider it . 
 
If we can keep control over the decisions we want to , ensure protections for inclusion and workers ,
set up a contingency fund , and get enough extra funding in our budget to dramatically change the
lives of the people in less affluent neighborhoods , this could be a great thing for St . Louis .
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Question 7: Although TIFs and other sorts of tax 
incentives and credits are intended to be used 
to spur development in blighted areas, in St. 
Louis they are overwhelmingly used in wealthier 
and whiter areas, often to the detriment of 
lower income residents and people of color. 
Why do you think this is? What, if anything, 
should be done differently (please be specific)? 

JAMILAH  NASHEED
The Board of Aldermen ’s approach to development is far more broken than any of us want to admit .
It ’s not just the establishment that is voting to give away TIFs and tax abatement - even Megan

Green blindly votes yes on the majority of development bills involving use of public subsidies and
came under fire in her own ward for incentivizing development against the will of her constituents .  
 
That means we need to implement a process by which all development details are analyzed , instead
of leaving it up to individuals . While we do not want to impede on business , we must also
understand that every dollar we give away impedes on the average citizen ’s ability to succeed , be
happy , and be well .  
 
I am currently working to redefine blight at the state level , and I will continue this work at the Board

of Aldermen to ensure we are not giving away subsidies in areas where they are not needed and do
not benefit the people .  
 
At the Board of Aldermen I will lead in passing legislation to guarantee Community Benefits

Agreements for any development receiving public subsidy ; and I will work with citizens , city
planners , developers , investors , elected officials , and community organizations to identify exactly
what this legislation should look like . It won ’t be based on what insider lobbyists want (like Reed

would) or what insider activists want (Green) but what the people need . 

MEGAN  ELLYIA  GREEN
Over a 15-year period , more than 70% of all tax incentives issued in the City of St . Louis were

allocated in the three most affluent wards , all located in the Central Corridor . During the same time ,
this area lost over 50% of its African American population . This is not acceptable . Our current
approach to development allows developers to sit in the driver ’s seat . As such , they tend to invest in
areas of our city where they can make the most profit with the least amount of risk . Incentives
should be used to promote development in areas of the city where development would not
otherwise occur , but due to our broken system , we continue to incentivize luxury projects , often out
of the reach of most residents , giving more back to those who need it the least , and further
depleting the resource pool meant for our already struggling public institutions .   
 
The first step to correct this problem is to have a city-wide plan for development that is based on
the needs of our communities . Second , we need to codify into law what levels of tax incentives
developers are eligible for based on the needs of the community , not the connections they may

have to political insiders .Third , we need to have a city-wide plan requiring the use of Community

Benefit Agreements , for projects over a certain threshold , that is legally binding , and that has been
developed by stakeholders in the community , not politicians . Only then , will we begin to ensure that
developments are meeting the needs of their communities , rather than communities being forced
to meet the needs of developers . 

LEWIS  REED
The Board of Aldermen requested SLDC to develop a model to award benefits to developments

based on a scoring system on need and the area being developed .  We need to follow that model .
 The same development tools that were used to build up downtown and near south should be used
to develop north city .  As i did when I was Aldermen , the community has to be involved every step of
the way .  When I was elected Aldermen of the 6th ward in 1999 , as the first African American to that
position , some people moved because they said the property values would go down .  Well , as a
result of working with the residents and bringing in developers , the property values went up and we

also maintained the diversity of the ward .  I sponsored a law that requires the City to produce and
follow an economic development plan so that we have a document that gives us a roadmap on
revitalizing the entire city .  We need to give incentives in areas that need it the most , and reduce or
eliminate  the incentives given in more affluent , established neighborhoods .
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Question 8: What is your stance on the 
city/county reunification, specifically the plan 
released by Better Together? 

JAMILAH  NASHEED
Public policy must put the people — not the insiders — at the center . My focus in evaluating any
merger proposal will be on making sure the people ’s interests are protected . 
 
Specifically , to earn my support , any proposal for a merger or consolidation will have to meet three
conditions .  First , any proposal must contribute to reducing crime and improving public safety .
 Second , any proposal must protect minority representation .  Third , any proposal must demonstrate

that it will achieve enough cost savings to pay for necessary city services like snow removal , filling
potholes , improving services for the unhoused , and stabilizing funding for our city parks .   
 
I ’m not prone to knee-jerk reactions , and won ’t jump on the pro or con side immediately just
because I oppose any merger or because there are people who support merger with whom I
disagree about other issues .  We shouldn ’t be in a rush to adopt one plan or another .  We should
take it deliberately , and start with combining departments and functions where we can .  The health
department , for example , would be a good place to start .  It makes no sense to rush into a ballot
proposition just because some rich people want us to .  
 
The question of a city/county merger must be decided by the people who are most impacted by it :
the people of the City and St . Louis County .  It shouldn ’t be decided by insiders or by a statewide

vote . To protect our rights , I recently proposed legislation at the state level to reaffirm Article 6
Section 30 which states that the city and county should be responsible for making any decisions
regarding unification . 

MEGAN  ELLYIA  GREEN
One thing that most St . Louisans understand , from Carondelet to Carr Square , from Ferguson to
Fenton , is that we are wasting money due to fragmentation . This fractured region cannot compete

nationally or globally if we are too busy competing with the municipality down the road . In that
sense , I support the ideas of reunification , or , at a minimum , increased regional collaboration .  
 
To have a plan that works for the benefit of St . Louis City residents , such a plan would have to be
community created by the community , and must encourage marginalized people to have a voice ,
rather than be shut out from the discussion , outside of a boardroom door . We must ensure that
communities of color , and historically marginalized communities , have strong representation in this
process , and that the systems that are established in the creation of a new , collaborative , regional
government , are designed to dismantle the vestiges of restrictive deed covenants , red-lining , and
other racist policies that the St . Louis region has so famously pioneered . We can achieve many of
these goals by simply following the recommendations of both the Ferguson Commission and
Dismantling the Divide reports . To this end , a plan must also include a path to consolidate our
fragmented school districts , and a way to reevaluate a system of educational funding that is based
on a property taxes to ensure that all of our region ’s children have access to a quality , public
education , regardless of zip code .  
 
My biggest point of concern with the Better Together proposal , is that it is led by right-wing

billionaire , Rex Sinquefield , and the corporate community . I am the only candidate in this race who

has never accepted campaign contributions from Rex and his affiliated PACs . His plans , as
speculated , would force the elimination of the city ’s earnings tax , which would force the City into
bankruptcy overnight . This would inevitably result in efforts to not only privitize the airport , but
other city services , like water distribution and trash collection . A merger also needs to be led by , and
approved by , City and County residents , not by a statewide vote . Any initiative that could have such
far-reaching , and long-lasting effects on our city simply must include the voice of the people
affected by it the most . Anything else would be a travesty of justice .

LEWIS  REED
Regarding the specific plan , I haven 't read it in depth , although I plan to .  In general , I would not be
supportive of anything that would , in my mind , be a reduction in the power of the African American

vote . Also , I 'm not sold that consolidation is a cure-all , especially if we don 't specifically address
issues in neglected neighborhoods , because unification has the potential of those neighborhoods
becoming more neglected .  Changing the overall statistics of our murder rate will not in and of itself
make particular blocks any safer than they are now . Any work that needs to be done to improve the
quality of life of our residents will still need to be done .    
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Question 9: More than 60% of the City’s General 
Fund budget is currently devoted to Public 
Safety, with the vast majority of those funds 
allotted to police, prosecution, and jails. Do you 
agree with this budget allocation? If not, how 
would your budget priorities differ? 

JAMILAH  NASHEED
Our City is dealing with a financial crisis . While I have many thoughts on how the budget is
allocated , I also know that we ’re leaving state and federal money on the table . In addition to
pursuing that funding , we need to aggressively pursue public private partnerships that benefit
citizens and drive civic progress . As part of this effort , I plan to work closely with Arch to Park . 
 
While we have to remain tough on violent crimes and all gun crimes , we must also acknowledge the
Ferguson Commission ’s Report and other reports that clearly show that the number one way to
prevent crime is to make sure that all people have access to quality of life . That means we need to
allocate more funding for human services , education , reentry and rehabilitation . It also means we

need to ensure affordable housing is accessible to everyone , even if it means making room in the
budget to do so . 
 
We also have room to improve the way the police department ’s pension system  is managed . It
should be controlled by the City . Currently it is controlled by the State of Missouri and in effect , it is
an unfunded mandate .  I don ’t believe that reducing the public safety budget will reduce crime . We

reduce crime when we improve the relationship between the police and our communities so that
citizens trust the police and police officers are more connected to those they are there to serve and
protect , and when we invest in preventative measures like education , reentry and rehabilitation , and
mental health and social services . I will advocate for the elimination of ward capital so that the few
resources we have are spend at the places that need it the most like North City and some

neighborhoods in South City that currently don ’t receive the bare minimum in citizen services .  
 
Finally , and most importantly , I will set new standards for community engagement leading up to
budget planning to ensure all aldermen are seeking input from their constituents and fully
understand their needs . Then , I will work with the entire board to ensure that every position I take at
the board of E&A is driven by collective input and not my personal agenda .

MEGAN  ELLYIA  GREEN
I do not agree with this budget allocation . Studies and real-life examples from around the nation ,
and the world , have shown that policies that are “smart on crime” show much better results than
ones that focus on being “tough on crime”. When compared to other similar American cities , we are
already near the top of the list in per capita spending on police , and the percentage of money spent
on policing that is dedicated to administrative duties vs . police on the street is far higher than most

of our peers . With the passing of Prop . P , which I fought against at every level , we ’ve dedicated even
more funding to a system that continues to focus on an arrest and incarcerate model , a model that
hasn ’t seemed to help much with our issues with violent crimes , an issue that puts us at or near the
top of nearly every list of most dangerous cities . It ’s time we take a different approach , and it will be
a priority for me on day one as President of the Board of Aldermen . 
 
We cannot out-police our issues with crime , we instead need to reevaluate and reallocate funds
away from a system that clearly isn ’t working , and try a new , bold path forward . While 60% of the
City ’s General Fund is allocated to Public Safety , only .03% is spent on Health and Human Services .
At the same time , St . Louis has some of the highest rates of infant mortality , STD/STIs , and gun
violence in the Country , and in 2017 , nearly 75% of the heroin overdose deaths in Missouri occured in
our City . All of these issues can be addressed by greater investments in public health . Additionally ,
the Affordable Housing Trust Fund , which funds homeless services , has been underfunded by at
least $500 ,000 , annually , for years now . This has been one of the primary reasons I ’ve continually
voted against our City budget each year . Not only must the AHTF be fully funded , our budget must

pay back the funds that it is owed from past shortages , and increase its funding to ensure the
shelter space needed to serve our unhoused population is in place , and fully operational .

I 've stated in the past that taking a department at time (Like the Health Departments) and do a try 
and see approach .  Historically , the county has a big surplus in their Health Department , yet still 
compete with cash strapped St . Louis City for grants , etc .  I thing merging a department like that 
could have major positive benefits for the region .
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JAMILAH  NASHEED
One of the critical functions of local government is to protect the most vulnerable , including the
unhoused . Our unhoused neighbors are human beings , and deserve to be treated that way . Many of
our City employees who deal with the unhoused population are working hard with few resources . 
 
But the current approach to homelessness simply isn ’t working . Most recently , the City tried to move

unhoused people from downtown to north City , with no understanding of how the move would

impact life for those in the north City neighborhood where the new shelter was built . But the
problem is not as much the location as it is that the current approach sees homelessness as an
inevitable challenge that can be moved around , but not ended or reduced . We can ’t keep moving

the issue around the city — we need to address it head-on , with appropriate funding and
intervention strategies .And , although many unhoused people stay downtown , we can ’t keep treating
homelessness as challenge only for downtown . Our approach has to be regional , and we need to
work with St . Louis County and the state to find solutions that work for the region as a whole . 
 
At the state level , I sponsored legislation to create a Homeless Bill of Rights , co-sponsored a
resolution to encourage adopting the Contiuum of Care , and voted to create a tax credit for
contributions to homeless shelters .  
 
As President of the Board of Aldermen , I will : 
 
Collaborate with the County Council and the General Assembly to develop a regional legislative plan
to reduce homelessness 
 
Ensure necessary funding to build safe and secure shelters with an adequate number of beds 
 
Pass a local Homeless Bill of Rights to ensure fair treatment of our unhoused neighbors 
 
Work with churches , non-profits and volunteers to adequately fund their efforts and ensure they are
supported by the city

MEGAN  ELLYIA  GREEN
We must address homelessness from its root causes . For some , it ’s the countless city residents that
are just one missed paycheck away from being without a stable place to call home . For some ,
struggles with the cycles of addiction and abuse can lead to a constant worry about housing
security . Many of our unhoused community suffer from mental illness , and our city has continued to
fail to provide sufficient resources to help provide treatment , and overall stability .  
 
To address some of these issues , we need to encourage a living wage of $15/hour be paid to all
employees in the City of St . Louis . We can do this by requiring that all development projects in the
City not only pay living wages in the construction process ,  but also to all people who are employed

in the building once it is constructed . Another piece in the solution is to increase investments to
provide expanded addiction treatment resources , and mental health resources , in the communities ,
there to help when needed , and there to provide a safety net when people need it the most . So
many of these services can help break the cycle of homelessness . Another factor , one often not
discussed enough , is , intimate partner violence , which is another leading cause of homelessness . We

need to pass a local ordinance , like one recently passed across the state in Kansas City , to allow
victims of abuse to be taken off the lease of their abuser , and to not face additional burdens while

trying to leave an often dangerous situation .   
 
 

LEWIS  REED
As a member of the Board , I voted for the current budget .  Just for some clarity , the total general 
budget was $513 million . I think about $200 of that went to the Police Department .  $30 million is 
for the pension payment that we can 't get out of .  We added money to the Circuit Attorney 
(Prosecution above) for diversion programs .  I look forward to working together toward a plan to 
reduce funds being allocated in this fashion .  

Question 10: What concrete steps will you take 
to alleviate homelessness in the City of St. Louis? 
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LEWIS  REED
As someone who has been homeless twice before , I ’ve never taken this issue lightly . 
 
Some of the official acts I 've taken as President of the Board of Aldermen include : 
-Increased the budget for homeless services 
-Increased the budget for the Affordable Housing Trust Fund- 
-Helped secure funding for the SLPS Students in Transition Program , which is  a program that
provides special services for homeless children 
 
I 've spent time with the homeless .  There will be no magic cure , it is going to take a lot of work .

MEGAN  ELLYIA  GREEN
In many ways , the Board of Aldermen is a real-estate development Board . The vast majority of bills
that go through the Board are tax incentives , which means that our decisions everyday have a large
impact on our public schools . Everytime that we forego tax revenue from tax incentives , our schools
lose out on the revenue that they need to operate . We must be intentional in our use of incentives to
ensure that our schools are supported with sufficient resources to provide a quality education to our
children . In 2014 , the Board of Aldermen cut $400 ,000 to St . Louis Public Schools for wrap around
services . This funding needs to be restored . I also support the creation of a new committee focused
on education that specifically deals with how City Hall can better support the Public Schools and all
children from , birth through college . 

Question 11: What role do you believe the 
President of the Board should play in education 
in the City of St. Louis? 

JAMILAH  NASHEED
The President can take the lead in setting our city ’s spending priorities and ensure tax dollars are
going to support our schools instead of being siphoned away to other areas . I ’m an advocate of
bringing back local control over education by turning over control to the elected school board , and
I ’ll use my position to continue to push for that change . 
 
I ’m proud of the numerous initiatives I ’ve fought for in education : I founded the “In it 2 Win”
Coalition , which identifies students who have dropped out of school , or were pushed out , and assists
in returning them to the classroom . I ’m also active in the Fresh Start Program , which assists youth
between the ages of 17 and 21 to return to the classroom to earn their high school diplomas , as well

as the A+ Schools Program and Inspire STL . 
 
Throughout my career , education has always been a huge priority of mine and it will continue to be
as Board of Aldermen President .

LEWIS  REED
The President of the Board of Aldermen has an appointee on the school board .  I have worked

closely with my appointee , Richard Gaines , over the last eleven years in moving the district forward

and now back to fully accredited status .  
 
Last year , I launched a partnership with Sprint and the Sprint 1Million Program to address the
“Homework Gap” for students within our public school system . The program allowed high school
students who do not have reliable Internet access at home reach their full potential , by giving them
mobile devices and free high-speed Internet access . More than 1 ,500 students were able to
complete their homework at home and learn during the summer months .
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LEWIS  REED
As someone who has been homeless twice before , I ’ve never taken this issue lightly . 
 
Some of the official acts I 've taken as President of the Board of Aldermen include : 
-Increased the budget for homeless services 
-Increased the budget for the Affordable Housing Trust Fund- 
-Helped secure funding for the SLPS Students in Transition Program , which is  a program that
provides special services for homeless children 
 
I 've spent time with the homeless .  There will be no magic cure , it is going to take a lot of work .

MEGAN  ELLYIA  GREEN
St . Louis spends more on policing per capita then nearly every other city in the country . I am the
only candidate in this race who did not support Prop P , which raised our local sales tax to the third
highest in the country , providing even more funds to the  police , and encouraging the expansion of
the failed arrest and incarcerate models that have not been working for us for decades . We are only
spending .03% of our budget on health and human services , a tiny fraction compared to what we

spend on policing . We are not making the right investments to address the root causes of crime -
poverty , addiction , mental illness , housing instability - and we aren ’t doing enough to help those
who have served their time reintegrate into daily life after incarceration , keeping recidivism rates
high .  
 
Rather than continuing to invest more resources into an outdated and ineffective method of
policing , I support the implementation of a model similar to one recently introduced in Richmond ,
CA , Operation Peacemaker , that has made dramatic improvements , and saw a decrease in their
crime rates by over 60% in just five years . This model uses data and intelligence to identify people
likely to commit or become victims of gun violence ; it then connects them with job training ,
mentorship and social services while deploying outreach teams to intervene in conflicts . It also
creates a Fellowship Program , so that after six months , its subjects are eligible for a monthly cash
stipend of up to $1 ,000 for up to nine months , as long as they make progress toward self-identified

Question 12: The current and previous 
administrations have repeatedly asked for more 
money to increase resources for police, yet 
violent crime in St. Louis has remained a 
persistent challenge. How do you understand 
the relationship between policing and crime, 
and what are your views on alternatives to 
policing? 

JAMILAH  NASHEED
I don ’t believe that reducing the public safety budget will reduce crime . We reduce crime when we

improve the relationship between the police and our communities so that citizens trust the police
and police officers are more connected to those they are there to serve and protect , and when we

invest in preventative measures like education , reentry and rehabilitation , and mental health and
social services .  
 
While we have to remain tough on violent crimes and all gun crimes , we must also acknowledge the
Ferguson Commission ’s Report and other reports that clearly show that the number one way to
prevent crime is to make sure that all people have access to opportunity and quality of life . That
means we need to allocate more funding for social services , mental health services , human services ,
education , reentry and rehabilitation . And we have to make sure affordable housing is accessible to
everyone , even if it means making room in the budget to do so . 
 
We must also keep in mind that 60% of our public safety budget includes hundreds of firefighters ,
the entire neighborhood stabilization team , the building division that inspects properties , lead
remediation , enforcement of the zoning code , and our liquor license division . I supported Prop P
alongside the Ethical Society of Police and an overwhelming majority of voters because we can 't
afford to reduce these services . That said , I will review each budget item line by line to ensure that
public safety funds are used wisely in ways that best serve the people of St . Louis , including the
alternative policing methods I have outlined here .
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LEWIS  REED
I 've said many times that we can 't arrest our way out of the problem .  As a country , we incarcerate a
high % of our population and we also have a high crime rate , as a country .  Based on those stats , it 's
obvious that punishment does not equal to less crime .  In fact , more likely the opposite .  I know that
policing as a solution won 't solve the root problem .  We also have to do our best to make sure our
residents , especially seniors and children ,  are as safe in their neighborhoods as they can be right
now .  I 've talked to enough residents throughout this city (all over) to know that many of them want

to see more police presence in their neighborhoods and that makes them feel safer . That 's just a
fact .  On the flip side of that ,  I have passed legislation to create youth crime prevention funds
adding millions of dollars to that effort , I always fight and secure more funding for our recreation
centers , and I also fight for jobs and economic development so that more of our residents can live in
stable homes .  I sponsored legislation , along with Alderman John Muhammad , to add funding to the
Circuit Attorney 's budget strictly for diversion programs and community engagement .  Education ,
jobs , training , and stable homes are some of the things I push for to reduce crime and increase
prosperity .  I also firmly believe that a senior citizen should not be afraid to walk off of their front
porch , nor should a child have to feel afraid to play at their neighborhood park .  We have to give
individuals the environment and the tools to thrive and enjoy a good quality of life in the city .  As

minority communities are more impacted by crime , minority inclusion on city contracts plays a role
in addressing crime , as well .   

life goals . The office that administers the program maintains a firewall between the program and 
law enforcement , and doesn ’t share with police the intelligence it has gathered about its fellows , 
and , in turn ,  has helped to build trust and create real , positive changes . Implementing a program 
like this , while adding social workers to our police department to link people with services , and 
beginning to address the root causes of crime , will re-envision what public safety looks like in St . 
Louis . 


